DRDP Measure:
SED 1: Identity of Self in Relation to Others Child shows increasing awareness of self as distinct from and also related to others
SED 3: Relationships and Social Interactions with Familiar Adults Child develops close relationships with one or more familiar adults (including family members) and interacts in an increasingly competent and cooperative manner with familiar adults
SED 4: Relationships and Social Interactions with Peers Child becomes increasingly competent and cooperative in interactions with peers and develops friendships with several peers
LLD 8: Phonological Awareness Child shows increasing awareness of the sounds (elements) that make up language, including the ability to manipulate them in language

Age Group: Infant, Toddler and Preschool

Developmental information about the share:
As children grow, they continuously build upon their development of self-identity and their relationship with others. Name songs and games are fun and easy ways for young children to engage in activities that strengthen their social understanding of their relationship to familiar peers and adults and phonological awareness.

Click on these videos and sing along!

Title: Name Songs

Song 1: Willoughby Wallaby
Willoughby Wallaby We
An elephant sat on me
Willoughby Wallaby Woo
An elephant sat on you
Willoughby Wallaby Wemma
An Elephant sat on Emma
Willoughby Wallaby Wacob
An elephant sat on Jacob
(Continue using different names)
Click here for the song: Willoughby Wallaby by Raffi

Song 2: The Name Game
Robert Robert Bo Barbert Bananafana Fo Farbert Me My Mo Marbert, Robert!
Ellie Ellie Bo Bellie Bananafana Fo Fellie Me My Mo Mellie, Ellie!
Cruzie Cruzie Bo Boozie Bananafana Fo Foozie Me My Mo Moozie, Cruz!
Click Here for the Song: The Name Game by Shirly Ellis